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Here you can find the menu of Amaysia in Newcastle upon Tyne. At the moment, there are 17 meals and drinks
on the menu. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What Theo Bell likes about Amaysia:

We've always had great meals here. There is an extensive Vegetarian menu and as long if you state tbat uou
don't want egg in anything they are happy to comply. Just check that the noodle dishes aren't made with egg

noodles. The Singapore vermicelli is made with rice noodles we always ask for no egg and extra cashews and is
very good. The Kung Po tofu is fantastic if you're a fan of firey! Also great are the Lo Han To... read more. What

Gary Parker doesn't like about Amaysia:
I contacted the restaurant by message on Facebook and asked what there vegan options were. They said to

come in and they would show us an allergen list but when I got there to and asked what they could do vegan I
was told they had 1 meal, a mince and bean dish (mince pork) when I explained I don't eat animal products they

said they could leave it out. read more. The visitors love it when Asian cuisine meets a bit of creativity. That's
exactly what you can expect at the Amaysia from Newcastle upon Tyne, with its unconventional Asian fusion

cuisine - the perfect blend of what you know meets the adventurous world of fusion cuisine, on the daily specials
there are also a lot of Asian meals. No matter the occasion - a party - the in-house catering makes it easy to

enjoy the food from Amaysia in your own four walls, Furthermore, the visitors of the restaurant enjoy the
extensive variety of the various coffee and tea specialities that the restaurant has available.
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Noodle�
EGG NOODLES

Soup
HOT AND SOUR SOUP

Frie� Ric�
FRIED RICE

Ho� drink�
TEA

Sauc� dis�
SATAY SAUCE

Appet�er�
SATAY

FRIED TOFU

Restauran� Categor�
VEGAN

VEGETARIAN

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
NOODLES

SOUP

Ingredient� Use�
EGG

MILK

TOFU

KIMCHI

VEGETABLES

PAPRIKA
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